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Let {L,LErJ be a sequence of positive linear operators from C[U, !] into B(Q). 
where B(B) is the space of real bounded functions over 12 c [0, I]5 meas > 0. 
Suppose that for each n the linear space {L,f’:f~ CEO. 21 j has dimension ,i + 1. 1: 
is shown that the quantity 
does not tend to zero on a set of positive measure. ‘c 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It was already shown by P. P. Korovkin [I ] that for the functions I, 
cos X, and sin x the order of approximation by positive linear polynomial 
operators L, (f: x) (iz E N, JE Czri, L,f is a trigonometric polynomial of 
order 12) can not be better than l/n” in the norm of uniform convergence. 
Ph. C. Curtis [2] and V. K. Dzyadyk [3] have generalized this result to the 
spaces LP[--n, TC], 1 <p < a. One of the authors of this note [4] has 
extended the result of Korovkin to the setting of almost everywhere 
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convergence. It was shown that almost everywhere at least one of the 
quantities 
n2[Ln(l;x)- 11, n*[L,(cos t; x) - cos x], 
n*[L,(sin t; x) - sin x] (1.1) 
does not tend to zero if the norms of the operators [IL, (1 C2n+CZn are 
uniformly bounded. Furthermore, for convolution operators the same 
result holds for all points of R. All these results were based on the 
Bernstein inequality for trigonometric polynomials of order n : (( Ti (I CZn < 
~1 It T,z II cln. 
If instead of 1, cos x, and sin x, we take 1, x, and x2, one can obtain the 
same results for algebraic polynomial operators. 
V. S. Vidensky [S] has shown that neither the polynomial properties of 
operators nor the Bernstein inequality is necessary for the proof of these 
results; it is the dimensions of the operators’ images that play the principal 
role. 
Let C[a, b] be the space of real continuous functions on [a, b]. A linear 
operator L mapping C[a, b] into a linear space of finite dimension 12 is 
called an operator of finite rank n. Let L, be a positive linear operator of 
rank n + 1 defined on C = C[O, l] and let L,( 1; x) E 1. It was shown in 
[S] that 
2 II L, (t; x) - x II c + II L, 0’; x) - x2 II c 
2 11 L,((t -xx)*; x)llc> l/4@ + l)*. 
Furthermore, it was shown in [IS] that 
inf IIL,((t-x)‘;x)llc<1/4n2, 
L”SY” 
(l-2) 
(1.3) 
where 9, is the class of positive linear operators of rank IZ + 1 from C[O, l] 
into itself satisfying the condition L, (1; x) = 1. A similar result holds in the 
trigonometric case. 
In this paper, using basically the method of V. S. Vidensky, we give a 
generalization of these results and those of [4]. We shall show that for 
positive linear operators L, with finite rank n + 1, almost everywhere at 
least one of the quantities 
n2 [L,(t’; x)-x’], j = 0, 1, 2, 
does not tend to zero as n --f co, even if the sequence of norms 11 L, 11, n E N, 
is not bounded. Furthermore, inequalities (1.2) and (1.3) are true in the 
case of positive linear operators in spaces of functions defined on sets 
Qc [O, 11. 
The same results hold for the quantities (1.1) in the trigonometric case. 
APPROXIMATION BY POSITIVE OPERATQRS is5 
2. LEMMAS 
Let PC [0, l] be an infinite closed set, and m E N. Designate by 
0 = to < t1 < . . . < <,, = 1, where n, <in, all the points of the set W, = 
(t=k,hn: [(k-1)/m, (k+l)/rr?)n[Fu!O)uC1:,]#Q(, O<kdm:, and 
Put 
where 
Note that F,?* 3 F. Taking into account that the set (0, 1 )\F is composed of 
disjoint open intervals, we get 
lim meas([O, l]\F,;,)= lim m=meas([O, l]\F). 
E--m nr + =, m 
Therefore 
lim 
m-m 
meas = ,lim~ % = meas( 
For each fixed natural number n choose yn = m(n) SO that n,n < n < I!, + I : 
and hence 
lim ” - = meas 
rr - rxI m(n) 
(n, m = m(n) E hi 1. (2,l) 
Now, designate by A,,(x) (n E N; k= 0, 1, . . . . n,) the continuous func- 
tions on [0, I] such that A,,, (ti) = Ski? where bkj is the Kronecker delta, 
OQ~, k<n,,, and A,,,(x) is linear on each segment C-i-1, ti] (i= 1, . ..) n,), 
Consider the sequence of positive linear operators on CEO, 1) with ranks 
n, $ n given by the equalities 
&(f;X)= z f(tk)A,k(x!, 
k=O 
where, 
n,m=m(n)~N, n,<n<n*+, (fEC[O, 11, Odxd 1). 
For every f~ C[O, 11, the function A,(J”; x) coincides with the function 
f(x) at all points tkr k-=0, 1, . . . . n,; it is also continuous on [0, I] and 
linear On each segment [gk-~ i, tk] (k = 1, . . . . n, ). 
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In the following, B(F), where Fc [0, 11, is the space of real bounded 
functions with the uniform norm over F: (( f /( BCFj = SUP,,~ [ ,f(x)[ . 
LEMMA 1. Let Fc [0, l] he an injinite closed set. Then 
lim (~2” (jA,((t - x)‘; ?r)j[ BCFj) = [meas(F)]‘/4. (2.2 1 
H - x 
ProoJ: Because of A,( 1; x) = 1 and A, (t; x) = x, we have 
A,,((t-x)*;x)=A,(t?;x)-xX2. Furthermore, for XE [ck-r, ck]tFmi 
this function is a second degree polynomial which vanishes at the 
points <k-i and ck. Therefore O<A,((t-x)2;~)=(~-~k-1)(~k-~)< 
(lk - (k-J/4 d 1/4m” for rk ~ 1 d x < tk; and hence 
II~,((t-x)2;x)llB(F,~)= Wm*, 
II~.((t-x)‘;x)llB(F)~(1 -W4fn2, 
where 8, = meas( F,,z\ F)/meas( F, ); %,,, -+ 0 as nz -+ eo, meas # 0. As a 
consequence of the last result and of (2.1) we obtain 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let E c [0, l] be a Lebesgue measurable set, p = 
meas > 0, and let h be a real number such that 
0 < h < p/n, (2.3) 
where n is a positive integer. Then there exist some points xj~ E, 
j=O, 1 3 . . . . n, xO<x,< ... <x,, such that 
xj-xpI r0 (mod h), 
Proof. Let R-‘E := {x= h-‘t: t E E}, 
teristic function of the set h-‘E. Setting 
g(x)= f Xh-&+k), 
j = l1 . . . . n. (2.4) 
and let x~-,~(x) be the charac- 
XE [O, l), 
we get 
k=O 
Jo g(x) dx = meas(h-‘E) = h ~~ ‘p> n. 
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There is, at least, one point y* E [0, 1) where g(Jj* ) > n + 1. In other words, 
we can find in h-‘E some points j’O<~‘l < j.. <y,, such that J~-J~-~ ~0 
(mod 1 ), j = 1, . . . . IZ. The points -yi = IJJ~;, J’= 1, ,.., n, satisfy (2.4). 
3. &WLTS 
The main result of this paper can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let {L, In, pu be a sequence of positive linear operators sf 
rank n + 1 mapping C[O, 1) into B(Q), where Q c [0, I] is a measurable set. 
Suppose that L, ( f; . ) is a measurable function ,for each f and each n. Further- 
more, ler y= {n,}, where n,<nz< ... <ni< ..-, aild 
ei.=(x: lim nfiL,(t’;x)-xjj=O;j=0,1,2;xESP~. (3.1) 
i- x 
Then meas(e,.) = 0. 
Proof It is quite simple to show that e;, is measurable. Assume 
meas(e,,j > 0. Let b > 0 so that meas( > 6. Then by Egorov’s theorem, 
there exists a measurable set v c e,., p = meas > meas - d, on which 
the convergence of the expressions in (3.1) is uniform: 
lim nf I/L,,~(ti;.u)-~~iiiB(,,)=O, j=o, 1, 2, (3.2) 
i-x 
Set D,:=(s:L,(f;x)=O, V’EC[O, 11, XEQ~, and D=limsupB,,,= 
fl;= I U,T:, D,,, that is to say D is the set of all points that belong 
to an infinite number of the sets D,z. Then e, A DZ@ and measje, n 
[u ,Yzk D,,]) -+ 0 as k + $VZ. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that 
v n D,,< = 0 for ni > N. (3.3 : 
Fix n,> AJ. By Lemma 2, we may find some points xii E : 
(k=O, 1, . . . . n,+ l), O<X,<X,< ... <~,,~+,<l, for which x~-x-~E 
0 (mod h) (k = 1, . . . . ni + I), where h is a positive number so that 
h<p,‘(nj+ 1)5 p=meas(v). 
Now, let E~,(x)L=o.~ ,_._, n,, x E Q!, be a system generating the linear space 
{L,J:~E C[O, l] > c B(Q j. Consider the matrix 
A = ll”j(xk)llj=O,l . . . . . n,;k=O.l..__. iz,fl’ 
If rank A=O, then L,Jf;x,)=~~loaj(f)~j(~,)=O for everyfEC[O, I], 
which implies that {x~}~=~, 1. ,__. n,+ 1 c 1’ n D,?. This contradicts (3.3j, 
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Therefore rank A # 0. Consider a non-trivial vector { yk }k = ,,, r, ,,_, n, + I 
orthogonal to all the rows of the matrix A: 
rz,+ 1 ni+ 1 
1 lYkl=l; 1 YkUj(Xk) = 07 j = 0, 1, . . . . IIf. (3.4) 
k=O k-0 
Now, define a continuous function ?i on [0, 11 by the conditions 
i;(Xk)=Sgll]‘,, k=O, I,..., n,+ 1; Z(O) = K(x,), X( 1) = K(x,+ r), K(x) is 
linear on each interval [0, x0], [x0, x,], . . . . [x,~, x,,+~], and [x~,+~, 11. - . 
Then h E L1pZIII 1 and 11 h 1) cco, 1 1 = 1. 
The function &(ji; x), x E Q, belongs to the linear space spanned by 
U,(X), x E Q. Hence from (3.4), 
n, + 1 
c ykL,L(z;xk)=o. 
k=O 
(3.5) 
But then 
ni+ 1 n,+ I n,+ 1 
l= 1 lYki= c l'ki;tXk)= c Yk[ii(Xk)-L,;(E;xk)l 
k=O k=O k=O 
4-t 1 
G c \Ykl I-&$; xk)-hk)i G II~,j(K;X)--(X)IIB(v). (3.6) 
k=O 
On the other hand, from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for positive 
linear functionals, we obtain for x E 0 
~L,,((~(t)-h”(x)l;?c)+I~(x)l (L,,(l;x)-11 
<2h-'L,;(Jt-xI;x)+ IL,,,(l;x)-11 
Q2h-‘[L,((t-x)~;x).L,,(1;x)]“*+~L,,(1;x)-1~. (3.7) 
Then by (3.6) and letting h tend to p/(n,+ l), we have 
A1 - llL,U;x)- 1 llBh912/4 llL,(kXN.,", 
G tn,+ I)* IILl;(w X)IIB(") 
Gtni+l)’ CllL*t(l;x)-lllB(v) 
+ 2 II Jqc x)-x lIB(“, + II L;(f2i XI -2 IlB(“)l. (3.8) 
By virtue of (3.2), the left and right hand sides of (3.8) tend respectively 
to ~‘14 and 0 as ni -+ co, which contradicts p > 0. Thus we infer that 
meas = 0. 1 
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Remark. In [4], it was shown that eY can be non-empty and even 
uncountable (Theorem 2). 
THEOREM 2. Let 9”, n E N, be the class of positive linear operators L, of 
rank n + 1 mapping CIO, 1) into B(Q) with Q c [0, 11 and satisj$ng the 
conditioiz L,,( 1; x) E 1. Further, let A be a subser $f Q and 3 the closure sf 
A. Then 
inf IlL,((t-~)~;~)ll~(~)= [meas(J)]“/4(n + 1)’ + 31,/~?, (3.8 j 
Ln E PO,, 
wherex,=cx,(A)~Oforeachnandtx,+Oasn-++i;rj. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 1, it is sufficient to prove the inequality 
inf I( L,,((t-x)‘; x)/i B,8j > [meas(b)]‘/4(n + 1 )2. i.3.10) 
LEP* 
Suppose that meas > 0 and 0 < h < h’ < meas(;i)/(n -!- 1). There exist, by 
Lemma 2, some points x$ < xf < . . . < x,*+ i, ,x: E 2, with X: - xzP i = 
0 (mod h’), k= 1, 2, . . . . n + 1. Then we can find n + 2 points x0 < lyl < . . . < 
x,*+13 x’~ E A, such that xk - xk- I > h, k = 1,2, . ..) n f 1. 
Let L,, n E N, be a positive linear operator of rank ~2 + 1 from CEO, P] 
into B(Q) with L,z(l;x)=l and let (u~(x)}~=~.~,,..,~, XEQ, be a system 
generating the linear subspace {L, f : f E C[O, I] > of B(Q). Since I= 
L,(l;x,=~~=oajuj(~~), we have rankA=rank IlUj(Xk)JJO4j$n;O~k~n~; 
# 0. Now, using the arguments of the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain, by 
(3.7) and (3.8), the inequality 
IILm-xYLdll Btdj> [meas(&]‘/4(n $ l)‘? 
which yields the inequality (3.10). 1 
As a consequence of Theorem 2 we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let {LnjneN be a sequence of positive linear operators 03” 
rank n + 1 from C[O, l] into B(B) with 52 c CO, I]. Suppose that 
.L,(l;x)= 1 for each neN and AcsL. Then 
2 l/L(t;.x)-xll.(A,+ llL(t2;.+-211B(d) 
2 IIL((t-x)2~X)/I Bcd, 2 [meas(Jj]‘/4(r, + l)‘, (3.11 j
where 2 stands for the closure of A. 
Let Lp(Q), 1 <p 6 co, be the spaces of those real-valued and measurable 
functions which are Lebesgue integrable to the pth power over measurable 
set Q c CO, I]. We have: 
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THEOREM 4. Under the same conditions of Theorem 1, suppose that the 
spaces C[O, l] and B(Q) are replaced by Lp[O, l] and Lp(sZ), 1 <p d co, 
respectively. Then for each v c Q, meas > 0, there exists a constant C, > 0 
so that 
IlL(l;x)-u,(L~, + 2 II Ln (t; X) - X II Lpj,x) 
+ II LV; XI -x2 II Lp(,,) Z C,,Jn’. (3.12) 
Proof. If the inequality (3.12) is not true, there exists a sequence of 
indexes n,<n,< ... <rzi< ... such that lim,+E nf[L,,(pi;xj-x’]=O, 
j= 0, 1, 2, for almost all x E v. But this contradicts the proof of 
Theorem 1. m 
All results, we have obtained, are still valid in the trigonometric case. In 
particular, the following assertion holds. 
THEOREM l*. Under the same conditions of Theorem 1, suppose that the 
spaces C[O, 11, B(Q), and the set e, are replaced by C2*, B(Q2,), where 
f2* c [IO, 27~) is a measurable set, and 
e: = {x: lim H: 1 L,J 1; X) - 11 = 0, 
i-50 
lim nf 1 L,,(cos t; x) - cos x I= 0, 
i-r 22 
lim $ 1 L,,(sin t; x) - sin xl = 0; x E Q,}, 
i- 3~1 
respectively. Then meas(e,* ) = 0. 
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